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Rachel de Joode

Various Qualities To Orbit The Mysterious Core, 2013

Interview by Whitney Mallett

When I went to visit Rachel de Joode in her studio this Fall, she said we were going
to try making a “squish.” This process consisted of filling a plastic tube with wet
plaster and me hugging it like a lover, leaving an imprint of my body, until it dried.Camera Austria, June 2016
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 19.01.2015, KubaParis 

Henrik Strömberg’s work makes me a little bit suspicious in the way that I am led to believe 
that there must be more than I can see. It is hard to look at it briefly. It has the effect of 
sucking one in. Exploring one image provokes asking for more and continuing to wonder 
and wander.

In many of the images shown in recent series I sense a statue. In quarter of a kind, it 
seems that this feeling comes from an isolation of the object in an undefined space. It 
makes me wonder where the object is located. Is it outside? Is it inside? Is it legitimate to 
use these simple distinctions? Does the realm of the work possibly include a white cube 
itself, before it even enters the „neutral“ gallery space? In this series it is as if there is a 
geometrically shaped hole in a white sheet, and what one can grasp looking through it, 
is only a small part of a giant. This giant could be an enormous multiplicity of what Ström-
berg shows us, or it could be an enlargement of tiny layers of paper that he zoomed in on.        

Henrik Strömberg – quarter of a kind Installation view, 2013 
Courtesy Neumeister Bar-Am 
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Henrik Strömberg Untitled 01, 2013 Courtesy Neumeister Bar-Am
Henrik Strömberg Untitled 02, 2013 Courtesy Neumeister Bar-Am

The directness of titles, such as top part on wood, or top part on legs or simply covered, 
contrasts with a mysterious world of darkness and sculpturality. The titles are not even 
meant to explain more, they rather reinforce a curiosity for what is negated. In top part on 
legs it is as if the ingredients that may have been used for the creation of the object de-
picted, make a step back and what I see is something alive, a moving self confident little 
guy caught on its way out of the frame.
top part on wood

The artist tells me that he does not like the questions of how, where and what. But it seems 
that these questions are not even necessary to experience his work. Actually, it seems es-
sential to rather not define the arrangements depicted with terms that come from a world 
of practically useful language.

The partial reflection of objects hints at their environment such as the notion of slickness 
of the surface they are standing on. One realizes that there is a floor and one senses the 
spatial surrounding, like a room or a shelf. At the same time the shadow becomes part of 
the actual figure. It intensifies the feeling that what one sees is about to fall or move but 
seems to be stable for the moment, as if an elephant is elegantly balancing on a safety 
pin.

Kuba Paris, January 2015
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Due to a Black and White reverse that Strömberg applies digitally, the figures gain a look 
of illumination and clear defined contours. In some images it feels as if the objects are 
made of ice, eternally frozen, fragile and delicate. The surrounding space appears like 
a warmly black landscape, stretching out so much further than the viewer is able to see 
inside the frame of the picture. Again, it is as if the artist allows you merely a narrow peak 
inside his mind, giving you the opportunity of imagining the rest by yourself.

Henrik Strömberg Figure Head Piece, 2013, Courtesy Neumeister Bar-Am 
Henrik Strömberg Top Part on Mirror, 2013, Courtesy Neumeister Bar-Am

In Figure Head Piece and Top Part on Mirror  the observer faces the images as a group. 
They form a body of work by communicating with each other through their similar aura, but 
seem to each have a life on its own. A little army of extraordinarily dressed characters lure 
you into their inner circle but never quite let you in.

As much as it is possible in photography, Strömberg’s work is extremely haptic. I feel a 
desire to engage physically with what is depicted. Caused by the partial revelation out 
of the black and by a kinkiness I find in the material, I am tempted to explore further with 
my body, to lay my hands on the unusual forms and surfaces. Luckily, that is restricted 
through the two dimensionality of the medium.

One work from a series of works called SOURCE depicts seemingly burning material that 
reminds of thin foil, although it seems of no importance what the utensils consist of. Unlike 
in more recent works, the darkness of the surroundings and the figures are less separat-
ed. The light is in a dialogue with the material and both are communicating with me, as the 
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observer. I imagine the light as a small white creature that swallows up its opponent and it 
grows from nourishing its stomach with its find. Again, I want to participate in the actions I 
see by chewing, swallowing… 

The series is named Source and it seems to describe this lightening power, the gloomy 
ghost constructs or destructs at its whim.

Henrik Strömberg fig. 1, 2007, Courtesy Neumeister Bar-Am
Henrik Strömberg fig. 7, 2007, Courtesy of the Artist

Fig. 7 of this same series seems to show the adult version of the smaller light. It leaves one 
wondering what is hidden behind the wall of white dusty body or what capability it con-
tains. It’s a frozen moment full of questions for the person encountering this image. It looks 
as if a process is turned into a monument. These images seem to come from a different 
part of Henrik Strömberg land where things are in action. For us as observers, there is only 
this small window that gives a view on the fulminant procedures which we cannot com-
pletely grasp and which we therefore have to complete behind our eyes – in imagination.

One of Strömberg’s photographs shows a human figure. It’s nearly the only time one can 
find an actual person or a reference to human life. The person seems wrapped in tex-
tiles. The material is intriguing, shiny in the upper part and dark and soft in the lower part. 
Here the artist demonstrates in an obvious way his skill to turn movement into a statue-like 
condition. Maybe the person in the image had been dancing and fooling before and after, 
possibly trying to impersonate a ghost-like creature, maybe it had been a silly hiding 
game. But all of sudden there is simply an elegant shiny figure. One would not even be 
certain that it is a human that is inside the wrapping, if it was not revealed by the quarter 
of a hand at the bottom of the image. I find this to be a funny and tender hommage to the 
beauty of perspective. It seems as if the object I see is clearly defined but at the same 
time describes endless possibilities of perception.

Kuba Paris, January 2015
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Henrik Strömberg Human figure Courtesy of the Artist

In his body of work, the medium of text is another way to open up the atmosphere created 
by his photographs. Strömberg uses theatre and set instructions that he cuts out of the 
original context in order to isolate and rearrange them. As a viewer, I can immediately see 
a room and space, and get the feeling of something about to happen. My senses wake 
up; I start to listen, to smell and to imagine light changes. Simple instructions create a mo-
ment without dialogues or grand human action. This is more relevant than the story it might 
belong to. The unnecessary is negated. To me these sentences are like a match enflaming 
my mind. I would not ask from which box the match comes from or what it looks like after I 
have burnt it, and so I do not care where the text is taken from or where exactly the loca-
tion is supposed to be.

In Henrik Strömberg’s work the negation tells us the soul of the work. It provokes more 
than it explains and leaves us with assumptions and emotions. In his world things are ani-
mated that somewhere else would not have a life, while every trace of human action turns 
into stone or ice.
human figure

Henrik Strömberg Human figure Courtesy of the Artist
text installation

http://www.henrikstromberg.com

http://www.neumeisterbaram.com
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On a sunny day we visited Swedish artist and photographer Henrik Strömberg at the top 
floor of his new studio and apartment at Köpenickerstrasse in Berlin. Originally from Swe-
den, he grew up in a small town near Malmö and moved a lot before settling in Berlin. After 
school he started his career in London doing a preparation course to actually apply for the 
art academy in Stockholm, but while studying in London he was accepted for the Fine Art 
BA at Camberwell College of Art and therefor stayed. Concentrating more and more on pho-
tography he decided to do his Masters in Photography at FAMU in Prag before going back to 
Sweden. As he has a lot of friends and galleries in Berlin which he was working with, it felt 
natural to move here in the end. Living and working at the same place gives him the freedom 
to go in and out of the world of the studio, gather material, sketch a bit and transform it to 
something substantial in the end.

We got an intimate insight and a momentary glimpse of his personality and vision as he 
opened the door to his apartment full of shiny objects, found and reused materials, trophies, 
cast material and strange things, from which you can't really tell what it is. We spent the 
afternoon discussing about his view on photography, the deconstruction of reality and this 
work as a process.
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Although Henrik Strömberg's medium is photography, it actually deals with the deconstruc-
tion and transformation of the photographic image. Most of his images are monochrome. It‘s 
a subconscious conscious approach to move away from certain questions which often arise 
in photography - where, when and who. 'I want to reduce as much information as possible 
from the usual role of photography and what photography usually does. To use black and 
white further this idea to go beyond the subject and create narratives without the specificity 
of story telling‘.

In his new work series he uses parts of deconstructed trophies which are stacked vertically 
and interlaced with materials such as mirrors, wood, feathers, rocks and paint and then doc-
uments them in various stages and in a negative reversed way. The photographs and sculp-
tures are shown in a state of flux, allowing for the possibility of reconstructing and photo-
graphing them again and again. It's a dialogue with the process, a process in which the image 
is removed from its actual context. The photos are documentations of sculptures that aren’t 
objects, but occurrences. He explains 'I work with the idea of photographically documenting 
something where in the end the photograph itself becomes an object.'

It's about the ambiguous relationship between what a picture shows and what it really is. 
His pictures have this reality corrupting force as Henrik Strömberg repeatedly questions the 
medium of photography. What is a photograph? Is it the explosion of magnesium as cam-
era drenches its subject in artificial light? A piece of paper? How can a photo be more than 
a photo, be less than a photo, purely a medium, elusive and elemental? In each picture he is 
committing to art as a puzzle that might never be solved. He invites us to see his pictures as 
if they were not photographs, to excite us; something that makes sense, but not quite makes 
sense. In his work lies this somewhat tension, this black material. 
You can see his works in his upcoming exhibition at Neumeister Bar-Am, starting the 22nd 
of November.

Pictures and Text by Anke Nunheim

IGNANT, November 2013
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HENRIK STRöMBERG - Second Life - First Place
November 2 - January 12, 2013

Opening: Friday, November 2, 2012, 6 - 9 pm

Konrad Fischer Galerie Berlin is pleased to announce the exhibition "Second Life 
- First Place" as part of our series FISCHER OBEN. In our first floor space we will 
show black-and-white-photographs by the Swedish artist Henrik Strömberg.

In his new photographs Strömberg uses parts of deconstructed trophies which are 
stacked vertically and interlaced with scrap materials such as mirror shards or or-
ganic materials like coral, wood, feathers, and rocks. While these assemblages stay 
true to the original modular construction of the trophies, their form, function and 
most importantly, their meaning, has been reconfigured.

These seemingly fragile objects are shown in a state of flux, allowing for the pos-
sibility of reconstructing and photographing them again and again. Strömberg fix-
ates each assembled object through the photographic process. Based on classical 
sculpture practice, where every cast requires a mold, he then presents the nega-
tives of the photographs, evoking similarities between sculptural and photographic 
processes. This also serves to further the distance between the original object and 
its recording. As a consequence, the photograph no longer serves to function as 
objective documentation but as an object itself. The whole series of thus far thirty 
pictures represents a typology of curiosities, giving an ironic twist to the photo-
graphic principles of New-Objectivity, which emphasized a sharply focused, docu-
mentary quality within the realm of photography.

"My work deals with the deconstruction and transformation of the photograph-
ic image, both in terms of surface and content - combining seemingly disparate 
images, adding pigment, paint and/or cutting out parts of the image, initiating a 
process in which the image is removed from its context, its referent and expected 
narrative. I further explore this through the arrangement and combination of works 
with the intention to create narrations, formations of details, or a kind of temporary 
entropy."
(Henrik Strömberg) 


